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Alexandre Dumas : Twenty Years After before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth my
time, and all praised Twenty Years After:
6 of 6 people found the following review helpful. Buyer beware! This edition was abridged.By Daniel Fergus
TamulonisThis review concerns the edition of the book and NOT the book itself.The hardback edition "Buccaneer
Books" turned out to be severely abridged. No indication of this was given; it is a poor substitution for the real thing,
which I only discovered after doing some additional research on the musketeer books and realized many of the key
points and dialogue were missing from what I had read. A serious disappointment. By the time I discovered what I had
missed, it was too late to return the book.A disappointment!1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. I love it I
love it I love itBy elizabethThis should get a dozen stars. I love it I love it I love it... I read the three musketeers and
the count of monte cristo when I was younger. Of course, they were fantastic. However, as a senior citizen, I fell in
love with this book. The Musketeers are older, and they are still able to ride horses till the horses drop!!!
(remembering, that this is fiction, no actual animals are damaged.) This is absolutely a must read for anyone over
45...because the men are still loyal, faithful, true and dashing. Its wonderful. Of course, Alexandre Dumas is an old
"friend", and his style is absorbing. I found myself reading into the night and would have to put the book down when
my eyelids would droop. However, the kindle is fantastic!! I could take the book with me. I was hesitant about e books
at first, and now I am sold. The size of this book in paperback would have made it necessary to lug it along. But in this
day and time, I just fold up my kindle and take it in my bag. With the lighted page, I can read anywhere, any time. I'm
a believer.4 of 4 people found the following review helpful. Twenty Years after is a swashbuckling historical romance
by the the great Alexandre Dumas pereBy C. M MillsTwenty Years After (1845) is the bestselling sequel to "The
Three Musketeers" by Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870). Dumas is the king of romantic fiction and a true renaissance
man; author, lover of many women, gourmand, world traveler and bon viviant.The story the seventeenth century
musketeers is told in five huge novels:1. The Three Musketeers2. Twenty Years After3. The Vicomte de Bragelonne
(he is the son of Athos)4. Louise de Valliere (she is the beloved of Bragelonne and the mistress of King Louis XIV)5.
The Man in the Iron Mask The Major Players in Twenty Years After:Two decades have passed since we have seen the
musketeers in action. What has happened?D'Artagnan-He is now a lieutenant in the muskettersAthos-He is retired and
living on his estate-we learn his wife was the infamous Milady.Aramais-He has taken holy orders and is involved in
political and ecclesiastical affairs.Porthos-The rich lawyer's widow he wed has died. He spend his time hunting,
fishing, drinking copious amounts of wine and enjoying life as a gigantic hedonist.The Major threads of the
complicated plot (the book is 788 small print pages in the Oxford Classics Edition)A civil war is raging in France
between the Fronde and the royal rulership of Louis XIV (a child in this book); his mother Anne of Austria widow of

Louis XIII and the wily Cardinal Mazarin (an Italian who has taken over for the deceased Cardianl Richelieu.The four
musketeer friends are divided in their loyalties with D'Artagnan and Porthos supporting Mazarin while Aramis and
Athos support the Fronde. This changes as D'Artagnan and Porthos come to opppose Mazarin.All the musketeers
travel to England in a futile attempt to save Charles I from the scaffold. They are enemies of the Lord Protector Oliver
Cromwell. TThe arch enemy is the evil Mordaunt son of Milady. He kills his uncle de Winter and Dumas portrays him
as the executioner of Charles I! (this is fiction not reality!-Dumas twists historical facts to meet the needs of his tale of
derring do). I did not find a dull page anywhere within the covers of this massive tome! The edition contains valuable
notes and a listing of historical personages mentioned in the text!Dumas is a joy to read! Viva Muketeeers!!! One for
all and all for one!
Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870) is one of the most famous French writers in history, known for his historical novels of
swashbuckling adventure. Dumasrsquo; work, including The Three Musketeers and Twenty Years After, are still
widely read in classrooms throughout the world and remain entertaining upon rereading. Dumasrsquo; works were
serialized, as he was a magazine correspondent and journalist. Also among Dumasrsquo; best adventures is The Count
of Monte Cristo, which is now a staple of Western classrooms and has been made into many movies.
'All good fun.' Sunday TelegraphAbout the AuthorThomas-Alexandre Davy de la Pailleterie, (July 24, 1802 ndash;
December 5, 1870) was a French writer, best known for his numerous historical novels of high adventure which have
made him one of the most widely read French au-thors in the world. Many of his novels, including The Count of
Monte Cristo, The Three Musketeers, and The Man in the Iron Mask were serialized, and he also wrote plays and
magazine articles and was a prolific correspondent.
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